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INr RODUCT ION 

The ASYS MONITOR is an executive routine which handles 
the control of all assemblies, compilations, and loadings 
made with the AIDEX System. The Monitor accepts commands 
instructing it to: 

1) initiate assemblies or compilations 

2) load relocatable binary output from 
the assembler or compiler 

3) search the ASYS LIBRARY and load 
selected routines from the LIBRARY 

4) punch (on paper tape) relocatable or 
absolute binary versions of programs 

5) edit magnetic tapes 

6) call the ASYS debugging system 

Paper tape handling during assembly, compilation, and loading is 
kept to a minimum by the MONI'rOR. 
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I. The ASYS SYS'rEM TAPE 

The ASYS SYSTEM TAPE contains: 

1) The ASYS MONITOR, LOADER, and EDITOR 

2) AMP Passes' 1 and 2, AMP Symbol Table Dump Routine 

3) AIDIDe PasseB 1 - 4, AIDEX Symbol Table Dump Routine 

4) utility Programs (Expensive Typewriter, etc.) 

5) The ASYS LIBRARY 

The SYSTEM TAPE must be motmted on a tape drive dialed ir.1 as 
unit 1. The MONITOR record is read into core 1 with the "read
in-monitor" paper tape. This paper tape is read into core O. 
Access to the remainder of the SYSTEM TAPE is achieved through 
the MONITOR. 

The utility routines on the SYSTEM TAPE are selected with 
a coding system. Each utility routine is given a codel • The 
code is placed in the test word and the computer is started at 
12002 (octal) or 12005 (octal) (rewind before search). 

The MONITOR will now' search the SYSTEM TAPE for the selected 
routine and read the routine into core when the search is 
complett;d. 

The AMP, .AIDEX, and ASYS LIBRARY records are accessible 
through MONITOR control statements. These statements, which may 
come from the typewriter or the paper tape reader, are described 
in detail in Se:;t ions II - IV. 

1 
A table of codes and utitlity routine names is presented. in 
Appendix A. 
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II. ASYS MONITOR Jobs 

A "job: is the work done by the MONITOR on a g!'oup of 
smaller p!'ograms resulting in a larger program. in core 0 where 
all of the smaller programs a:::'e linked. Operations on these 
smaller programs must be perfo~ed in a specific order witb, 
the monitor. 

1) Job Initializat~on 

2) Assemblies andlor Compilations 

3) Loadi.ng 0-:: the re10catable bi.nary output 

4) Library tape search 

5) Corre~til)ns to loaded progrw:n 

6) EX'::~':Ut.iO!l or punch-off of the linked programs. 

JOob Ir.i tializati.on 

At the beginnirlg of a job the mor..i tor is initiali.zed by 
starting th8 cO.1'lputer at 12(})1 (oetal) or by I'eading the monitor 
reC!ord into core 1 w'ith the "read-in-inonitor rl pape:r ta.pe. 

\\'hen the MONITOR is i!litia,li:ze 1: 

1) IIlt.e SYS~EM relo~atable "binary- output tape 
C:::',Y no. 2) is rewound for neW' asse:n.blies 
C~2 (~or.::-'.pi.1a.t ions " 

4.) 

:r~~l.l::) I,Q~~:)ER ('rigi!~ is :cesl:;'t ,to lCiO and i~he 
LOA'JE~ t ,:.) sy:::.:-c1ol. ts,b1e is iC!.tialized. 

f,rhe t;fPew~i ter is set. to lowi:;r case.~ hlack 
a~d. a ce.!"!":iage !'etLC'n is t.yped. 

Control is tI'a:asfe:r:r~d to t:t.LF.; J'ob Continue 
entry. 
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Job Continue 

To restart the MONITOR without re-initialization, the 
computer is started at 12000 (octal). 

The MONITOR will read the next control statement whenver 
Control is transferred to Job Continue or the com uter is 
started at 12000 octal. 

III. ASYS MONITOR Control Statements 

The MONITOR receives control statements in the form of 
lines of text from either the typewriter or paper tape 
reader. 

Typewriter Input 

Typewriter input is assumed: 

1) 

2) 

If bit 0 of the test word is up 

If bit 0 of the test word is down and 
the reader is either unloaded or off. 

Mistakes made while typing control statements may be corrected 
by backspacing over them and. retyping. Multiple backspaces may 
be used, but if an attempt is made to backspace too far (beyond 
the beginning of the buffer), a space is typed out, and the 
backspace is otherwise ignored. The command is not interpreted 
until the type-in of a carriage return. It is impossible to 
backspace over a carriage return. 

Paper Tape Reader' Input 

Paper tape input is assumed: 

when bit 0 of the test word is down and the reader 
is both loaded and. on. 

Mistakes made while preparing the command. tapes on a fJ.exollj'ri ter ' 
may be corrected by punching delete holes over error punches. 
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Control Format 

The MONITOR controls are symbols whose first. three 
characters are used to select the appropriate MONITOR 
function. These symbols may be preceded by any number 
of spaces, tabs, or periods. Type A control symbols are 
followed by argument lists. Type B control symbols may 
be followed by arbitrary oomments. At the termination 
of the action initiated by most control statements~ 
control is returned to Job Continue. I 

IV. ASYS MONITOR. Command Repertoire 

The type of control statement (A or B) is shown in 
parenthes~s to the left of each control statement heading. 

1 (A) version n 

The version number of the AMP-AIDEX system desired 
is typed after using the "read-in-monitor" paper tape or 
a library search (at the end of a library search the SYSTEM 
TAPE is rewound). If the version statement is not used, the 
normal version (version 1) is assumed. The version control 
permits the selection of modified versions of the system 
with only one SYSTEM TAPE. The MONITOR rewinds and then 
forward spaces the SYSTEM TAPE (n-l) x 2 files whenever 
version is used. 

Versions presently available: 

Version 1 
Version 2 

FPr-28 Ii brar-y 
FPr-18 library 

2 (B) 

The job control provides another way to initialize the 
MONITOR. This control will: 

2 

1) rewind the system relocatable binary output 
tape (TU no. 2) 

2) read the MONITOR record into core 1 hence 
initialize the MONITOR 

3) transfer control to job continue. 

exceptions are shown in next section. 
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3 (B) 

a'!lp 

The amp3 control statement selects the AMP language. 
AMP pass 1 is read from the SYSTEM TAPE, and AMP proceeds to 
assemble a symbolic program from the paper tape reader. It 
is convenient to make the first statement of every JL~ 
symbolic: 

" amp II 

This line will cause the MONITOR to a·I.ltomatically select AMP. 

4 (B) aidex 

The aidex control statement selects the AIDEX language. 
AIDEX pass 1 is read from the SYSTEM TAPE, and AIDEX begins 
compilation of the symboli.c program from the paper tape reader. 
It is convenient to make the first statement of every AIDEX: 
symbolic: 

aidex If 

This line will cause the MONITOR to automatically select AIDEX. 

loe.d 

The relocatable binary rr8grl2tic~ output tape is loaded 
into core 0 with the load statemt::nt. All ofi. ttLe asseli':blies 
are compilations sinee 'fU no. 2 "was rewound last are loaded. 
AMP a:::,.;d AIDEX wri tt: an END O:B' FILE or~ the binary !YlA,g!l6tic 
tape a;£,'i1er each assembly or compilation. This END OF FILE 
is written over by each n~w' assembly or compilatl.on during 
the same ~job. The loade!' !'ew"inds TU no. 2, a~d. loads all 
progra"!l.s until it reads the END OF FILE, then it. returns to 
job eontinue. Since the binary magnetic tape's END OF FILE 
is always written automati.c~lly- wit.h the AMP-AIDEX SYSTEM, 

3 The tide cal " c;ont!"ol state~n.ent will also se::lect ft..MP. 

4 TIT no. 2 is rewD'md. by all r.;,ethods of' job i.niti6.1ization. 



it is possible to load the binary magnetic tape as often 
as desired even after a new job initialization. 

6 (B) reload 

The reload statement is identical in effect to t~e load 
statement except the'LOADER is initialized first, then the mag
netic tape is loaded by reload. 

7 (B) bpunch 

The relocatable binary magnetic output tape may be 
reclaimed in punched paper tape form with the ~PQnch state
ment. All of the programs assemblej and/or compiled will 
be punched, separated by 256 lines of tape feed. The state
ment, 

" bin 

is punched in FlO-DEC code at the beginning of each binary 
paper tape •. Thus, when the punched paper tape relocatable bina
ries are presented to the ASYS MONITOR (by starting the computer 
at job continue), the ". bin ff line selects the LOADER 
which proceeds to load the binary paper tape. At the end of 
each program loaded, return is to job continue. If the next 
control read is ". bin If ,the LOADER is again selected, 
thus multiple programs on the samE paper tape will be auto
matically loaded. one by one 1lrltil the reader is emptied. Paper 
tape binary programs may be loaded either bai'ore or after the 
magnetic tape is loaded by the loaa statement. 

8 (A) porg expression 

Binary programs are loaded sequentially, but th:l.s may 'be 
changed by setting the program origin in one of three ways: 

1) An "org £1 statement in an AMP assembly 

2) A reset from the test word switches if 
switch 2 is up. 

3) A reset from the expression following 
the porg statement. This expression 
may be a simple octal number or may :l.nvolve 
address aritlunetic with system symbols, 
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e.g. 

" porg 1200 " 

" porg matmul + 400 II 

9 (B) library 

The library control mandates a search of the li.brary 
tape whether programs are needed or not. If a desired 
program entry is fOWld, the program will be loaded.. 

10 (B) ..£2.!!!p let e ? 

If .. allthe necessary programs have been supplied, the currer.Lt 
loader origin is typed out. If programs are missing, the missing 
program entries are typed. followed by the current loader origin. 

11 (A) define symbol, expression 

Occasionally system symbols are missing from a loading but 
it is necessary to execute the incomplete job. Such missing symbols 
may be defined with the define control. 

e. g. 

" define routine A, r'outine B II 

Now' all calls to routine A will be routed. to routine B. 

Parameters can be supplied at load time with the use of 
define. 

e. g. 

" define tape, 1 " 

will put a 1 into 

" law' tape II where "tape II has been declared a system 
symbol but left missi.ng in the job until define was used. 
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12 (B) link 

The quick way to complete a job with missing system 
symbols is accomplished. with the link control statement. 
This control sets aside one zeroed. location for each 
missing system symbol at the current loader origin (incre
mented. by one for each location linked) l' ·AIl calls to 
the missing system symbol are linked. to its individual 
location. 

13: (A) transfer e.xpre~sion 

The transfer control does the work of a combination 
of other controls. First a check is made for missing system 
symbols. If symbols are missing, library search is made. 
Then there is another missing system symbol check. If 
symbols are still missing after the library search, the 
list of missing symbols is typed.; otherwise, the MONITOR 
transfers control to "expression" which is a core 0 
address. The transfer shuts off the extend. mode and, uses 
core O'S 7776 and. 77775 to execute the transfer. The 
expression may be an absolute octal address or an expression 
with system symbols. This control will also set up the jump 
punch addre.ss for punch-offs of core using the punch control 
statement. 

14 (A) stransfer expression 

The stransfer control has the same effect as transfer, 
but the transfer is not executed. (return is to job continue). 

15 (A) ~ expression 

The jmp controls both sets up the jump punch ~or the 
pWlch control 

5 7776, 
7'""(77, 

lem 
jrnp expression 
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and executes an unconditional jump to the core 0 address, 
supplied. by expression. No library searches or missing 
symbol checks are made. 

16 (A) sjmp expression 

The sjmp cqntrol sets up the jump punch for the punch 
control but doe~ not execute the jump. (return is to Job 
continue) 

17 (A) punch first,last, jump 

The punch control calls a modified version of high 
binary punch and. load which punches off selected areas 
of core with a short read.-in-mode loader. If punch is 
used with no arguments, all of core loaded. by the ASYS 
LOADER during this job will be punched.. If first and 
last (which may be any address expression with or with
out system symbols) are supplied, all of core between 
these addresses will be punched. If the jump argument 
is given, a jump address w'ill be punched after the data 
block on paper tape. If no jump argument is given but 
jmp, sjm, tra, or stra were used during this job, the 
address specified by jmp, sjm, tra, or stra will be punch
ed after the data block. If neither the jump argument is 
present nor jmp, sjm, tra, or stra were used during this 
job, no jump ad.dress is punched. 

18 (A) dpunch first, last, jump 

The data punch control causes the pWlch-of'f of core 
f!'om first to last as a data block wtth no read-i.n-m.ode 
loader. If' a jump is speci.fied., it is punched. This 
control is used ai~e~ a normal punch control to avoid 
duplicate punching of the read-in-mode loader. No jump 
address is specified 'QUtil the last dpunch.control is 
used. 

e.g. 

punch 
dpunch 
dpunch 
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19 (B) hlt 

The hlt control, when read from the paper tape reader, 
causes the MONITOR :to halt. Continue returns control to ,job 
continue. If sense switch 3 is up the monitor will halt when
ever it reads a FlO-DEC stop code from the paper tape reader. 
Stop codes are' ignored. if sense switch 3 is down. . 

20 (B) editor 

The editor control calls the ASYS EDITOR for magnetic 
tapes. The EDITOR gets its input from the MONITOR input 
routine; therefore, EDrrOR input may be from either type
writer or paper tape l'eader. The functions of the EDITOR 
are described in the next section. 

21 (B) zero 

The zero control stores 0 in every register of' the lower 
core. 

22 (B) adt 

The adt control calls the ADT debugging system into 
core 1 and. transfers contra! to ADr.. (ADr is discussed in 
a separate manual). 

23 (B) 

The LOADER symbol table, symbol table pointer, and value 
of the current LOADER origin are punehed out on paper with 
the spu control. The punch-out is performed by mod:i.fied. high 
binary punch and load.. A shortread-in-mode loader is punch
ed out to load. the paper tape. This paper tape may be read 
into core 1 for symbolic debugging with ADr after the LOADER 
symbol table has beeD changed. (e.g., At some late:r tiJne when 
debugging a program from a. read-in-mode tape the symbol tab.le 
may be resto~ed w"ith the spu paper tape.) The (;omputer will 
halt after reading in the spu tape. 

24 (B) save 

The entire conterits of cor'e 0 are dumped onto the scratch 
tape mounted on TU no. :3 us:i.ng the save eontrol. 
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25 (B) restore 

The previous contents of core 0 are reclaimed. from 
the scratch tape mounted on TU no. 3 using the restore 
control. 

V. ASYS EDITOR 

The ASYS EEITOR performs many useful magnetic tape 
functions using a command structure very similar to the 
MONITOR control statement format. The appearance of an 
initial period in the line of an EDITOR command returns 
control to the MONITOR which interprets the rest of the 
statement as a MONITOR command.. The EDITOR has been 
placed. in the area of core where the .AMP, AIDEX, and. 
LOADER symbol tables build.. Therefore, the EDITOR should 
only be called when the MONITOR has been read in and no ' 
assemblies, compilations, or loadings have taken place. 
The EDITOR was placed in this area because of storage 
capacity limitations. 

All arguments of EDrrOR commands must be octal numbers. 

EDITOR Command. Repertoire 

1 rewind unit 1, unit 2, 

The tapes on the units spe~ified are rewound.. As 
many arguments as desired. may be given to rewind. 

2 fw's unit, count 

The tape on the sEecified. unit is fo~ard. spaced; 
count number of blocks. 

3 bks unit, count 

The tape on the specified. unit is· back spaced; 
count number of blocks. 

4 write unit, ia, fa + 1 

A block is written on the magnetic tape in odd parity 
on the specified unit from core address ia to core address fa. 
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5 read unit, ia, fa + 1 

A block is read. from the magnetic tape in odd. 
parity on the specified unit from core address ia to 
core address fa. 

6 iwrite unit, I.Dw, ia, fa + 1 

A block with 3-word identification header (I.D., ia, 
fa + 1) is written on the magnetic tape in odd parity on 
the specified unit. The I.D. is a number code for search 
and. identification purposes. 

7 iread unit, I.D. 

The tape on the specified. unit is searched. for the 
block headed. by the specified. I.D. When the block is found, 
it is read into the ia (specified by the seeond. word of 
the header) to the fa (specified. by the third. word. of the 
header). The tape must, therefore, be written with the 
3-word header (as with iwrite) and each IoD. for sequential 
records must be numerically 1 greater than the previous I.D. 

8 wef unit 

An I.B.M. End. of File mark is written on the specified 
tape. 

9 fsf unit, (count) 

The specified. tape lillit is forward spaced (count) 
number of I.B~M~ End. of File marks. If count is not 
given, the count is assumed. to be 1. The unit is stopped 
innnediately after the last End of File mark read .• 

10 copy read unit, write unit, n blocks 

The specified number of blocks are copied from read. unit to 
write unit. All of core 0 and 100 core 1 cells are used as the 
copy bufferj thus, the blocks to be copied must be = 10100 words 
long. If an End. of File mark is encountered on the read unit, 
the copy operation halts. The End. of File mark is not copied. 
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11 fcopy read unit, write unit, (n files) 

All of the blocks to and. including the next specified. 
number of file marks are copied. from the read. unit to the 
write unit. If the file count is not given, 1 file is 
assumed .• 

12 ucopy read. unit, write unit, update value, (count) 

The action of ucopy is similar to copy but each block 
has its I.D. (first word.) changed by the addition of update 
value to it. This control provides the capability of add.
ing or deleting records from tapes recorded with sequentially 
increasing I.D. headers. 

13 ufcopy read unit, write unit, update value, (f count) 

This command is a combination of ucopy and. fcopy. 

14 rmon unit 

The MONITOR record is read. into core 0 from the 
specified unit for debugging the MONITOR. 

15 'WIllon unit 

The MONITOR record. is written from core 0 onto the tape on 
the specified. unit. The 3-word I.D. block will, however, speci
fy a core 1 positioning of the MONITOR. This control is used 
after rmon or after assembling and. loading the MONITOR into core 
o or after reading in the MONITOR from paper tapes marked. "core 
o MONITOR." The tape on the specified. unit must be properly 
positioned. before using wmon. 
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VI. ABYS Error Diagnostics 

diagnostic 

cks 

ctx 

ffe 

fpe 

icd. 

ief 

ile 

ils 

mds 

romp 

mpe 

olp 

utx 

meaning 

checksum error in relocatable binary 
input (from either a tear in paper 
tape or a magnetic tape error) 

LOADER constants table exceeded. 
(128 absolute constants/program 
loaded. maximum) 

format error in a MONITOR control 
statement 

paper tape parity error in a MONITOR or 
EDITOR command 

illegal code in relocatable binary input 
(from either a tear in paper tape or a 
magnetic tape error) 

illegal end. of file on the SYSTEM 
relocatable binary input magnetic tape 
(from a magnetic tape error) 

illegal EDITOR command 

illegal MONITOR statement 

multiply defined. loader symbol (the 
symbol name follow's) 

missing main program and. tra, stra, jmp, 
or sjmp was used without an argument field 

missing program'entries (a list of these 
entries follow'S) 

program attempts to overlap core 0 and use 
core 1 

LOADER usage table exceeded. (128 external 
9ystem symbols/program loaded. maximum) 
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VII. ASYS APPENDICES 

*routines should be selected only "iLL t.h J!:0nltor contra 1::; 

UTILITY ROUTINE Nf\..ME , .. 

*. ASYS MONITOR 
'* AUP Pace 1 
* AMP Pass 2 
* AMP Symbol Table Dumps 
* AIDEX Pass 1 
* AIDEX Pas s 2 
*' AID.EX Pass 3 
* . AIDEX Symbol Table Dumps 
* AIDEX Pass 4 

. * ASYS MONlTO~ -RESTORE '* .JWr 
. Expensive Type"lritel' 
Expensive Desk Calculator 
Compatible Reproduce 

. Tape Duplicator 
Aid 
Analyze:r 
Prim 
ASYS 'LIBRARY TAPE MAh.'En 

END OF FlIn' MI\I\I( 

* l\SYS LIBRARY 

* END OF FILE MARK 

.-15~ 

'I'("~~~t Ho;:,cl C0c10 ---........ ., ... -
() 

1. 
2 
3 
h 
) 
6 
7 

10 
11 
12 
13 .' 
])4-

1:3 
16 
lrr 
~o 

?l 
IV) 
LC. 



Appendix B 

Maintenance of the SYSTEM TAPE 

1) The MONITOR record 

The MONITOR should seldom need maintenance. However, 
MONITOR control statements can be added by inserting the 
new' code in the MONITOR table with a pointer to the sub
routine for the new' code. The MONITOR is now' reassembled 
(for correct linkage the last three assemblies should be 
the EDITOR, mgf'w'S and mgbks, mgwrti and mgrdi), reloaded, 
then rewritten on the rewound new' SYSTEM TAPE with Womon. 

e.g. After assembling the new' MONITOR and loading 
it into core 0 the following sequence of com
mands should be executed: 

fI job (restore the EDITOR into core 1) 

editor (call the EDITOR) 

rewind 2, 1 (position tapes, 1 is the old SYSTEM 
TAPE 2 is the new' SYSTEM TAPE) 

w.mon 2 (write the new' MONITOR record on tape 2 
from core 0) 

fw'S 1, 1 (space over the old MONITOR record tape 1) 

fcopy 1, 2, total files (copy the'rest of the old 
SYSTEM TAPE onto the neW' 
SYSTEM TAPE) 

rewind 2,1 " 

The value of the total files is the number of versions of 
ASYS on the SYSTEM TAPE times 2. 

2) AMP records 

It will often be useful to add SYSTEM MACROS to AMP 0 

These macros are left in the symbol table and available for 
all users. The technique for adding these macros is "lfery 
simple. 
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First a symbolic tape is prepared with the desired 
new' macros. This tape is assembled. with AMP 

e. g. to add. the call macro prepare a tape with 

"call macro name params 

jsp name 

iff l,~ params 

dup 3, 0 

irp params 

loc params 

irp 

call end " 
This tape is subject to normal assembly. 

After assembly of the new macros the new' SYSTEM TAPE is 
made by executing the following sequence of commands 

" job (restore the EDITOR into core 1) 

editor (call the EDITOR) 

rewind 1,2,3 (positio~ tapes, 1 is the old, 8~STEM 
TAPE, 2 is the new' SYSTEM TAPE, 3 is 
the save macros tape) 

write 3, 6500, 10000* (save the new' macros) 

copy 1,2,1 (copy the old MONITOR record on the new' 
tape) 

iread 1, 1 (read the old AMP p~ss-l into core 0) 

read 3,6500,10000* (read in the new' ID~cros) 

iwrite 2,1,0,10000* (w~ite the new' AMP pass-Ion the 
new' tape) 

*This top value should be obtained by examining the symbol table 
pointer (6501) after the assembly of the new' system macros. 
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fcopy 1,2, total files (copy the rest of the old. tape 
onto the new' tape) 

rewind 1,2,3 

Only the first record (Pass 1) of AMP is changed to add. 
to the AMP symbol table. 
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Appendix C 

ASYS LIBRARY Tape Maker 

The ASYS LIBRARY Tape Maker is a routine for creating 
and editing ASYS LIBRARY tapes. Relocatable binary pro
grams are read from the paper tape reader, converted to 
librar,y tape format, and written on magnetic tape. Rou
tines from an existing magnetic tape library may be merged 
and/or intermixed with new' paper tape binary programs to 
form. an expanded librar,y tape. 

The order of programs on the Ii brar,y is very important. 
If subroutine A calls subroutine B calls subroutine C, the 
routines must be placed on the library in the order: 

A, B, C~ -1. 

Using the ASYS LIBRARY Tape Maker 

Starting the computer at 100 with ss 1-6 down will 
initialize the ASYS LIBRARY Tape Maker. The computer 
will type fir = "; then wait for an octal number from 
the typewriter which is the tape unit number on which 
the existing LIBRARY is mounted, (r :means read froiJt). 
Now the computer· will type "w' = If; then wait for an 
octal number from the typewriter which is the tape unit 
number on which the new' LIBRARY is mounted, (w means 
write on). Next the computer waits for commands from 
the typewriter. The read unit must be positioned at 
the beginning of the LIBRARY being edited before the 
read unit is used. Starting the computer at 100 with 
ss 1 up will skip the initialization sequence and cause 
the computer to wait for commands. 

1 A rare ordering problem occurs when A calls B yet B 
calls A, and either A or B (not both) are called from 
the main program. Here duplication is necessary on 
the library (either ABA or BAB). -
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ASYS LIBRARY Tape Maker Commands 

append, (a,) 

copy (c) 

delete (d) 

Command, Description 

a append 

c copy 

d delete 

e editor 

f file 

i initialize 

1 list 

s stop 

The computer reads binary paper tape programs 
from the reader adding them to the new' library. 
( the write tape) Normally the computer will 
continue to add programs to the library as soon 
as the paper tapes are placed, in the reader 
until a new command, is typed. If ss 3 is up, 
the computer will add only one program to the 
library, then return to the wait for new com
mands loop. 

The computer copies all programs from the read 
tape (except those which are to be deleted) on
to the write tape until a routine is copied 
which is in the stop list or the end of the read 
tape library is encountered. The "a" and "c" 
commands may be used, in any order. 

A list of entry names (one, entry per program 
deleted.) is typed, to cause the deletion of the 
named, routines from the new' library. These 
routines are deleted, durin~ the copy. The list 
is terminated, by a slash (/). 
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editor: (~) 

file (f) 

The ASYS magnetic tape EDITOR is called. The 
read unit can be propoerly oriented with the 
EDITOR (using "FSF"), etc. 

The library end code as well as an I.B.M. END 
OF FILE is written on the w' unit. This conunand 
must be the last operation performed on the new' 
library. 

initialize (i) The stop and delete lists are emptied, pOinters 
are reset, and, in general, everything done by 
starting at 100 with ss 1 down is performed 
except the old "r" and "w'" are retained. 

list (1) 

stop (s) 

This control is used to list all of the program 
entries on the read or write tape. After typing 
"1", either "r" or "w'" must be typed to designate 
read or write tape respectively. The selected 
tape must be positioned at the beginning of the 
library for "1" to work properly. If ss 2 is up, 
the program lengths are also typed out. 

A list of entry names (one entry per "stop after" 
program) is typed to cause the termination of the 
copy after any of the named routines are encounter
ed. The named routine will be copied unless it is 
also i,n the delete list. When the copy operation 
ceases, the computer waits for a neW' command. Usually 
a binary paper tape program is inserted here (using 
append (a) , then the copy is continued (using a copy 
(c) ). 

Example of using the ASYS LIBRARY Tape Maker 

A new' SYSTEM TAPE is to be made with a new' "fadd" subroutine 
for the FPT-28 library (version 1) and with the subroutine "random" 
added to the FPT-28 library. The foilowing sequence of corrmands 
should be executed: 
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job (restore the EDITOR to core:l) 

editor (call the EDITOR) 

rewind 1,2 (position tapes, 1 is the old. SYSTEM TAPE 
2 is the new' SYSTEM TAPE) 

fcopy 1,2,1 (copy 1 file from the old. to the new' tape) 

(now read. in the ASYS LIBRARY Tape Maker indicate r = 1, w' = 2) 

d. fadd/ (delete the old. "fadd") 

s· fadd/ (stop after encountering "faddtf
) 

c (copy from 1 to 2 the library up to :"f'add ") 

a (the binary paper tape of the new' "fadd" is 
placed. in the reader and added. to the new' 
library) 

c (the remainder of the old library is copied 
on the new' library) 

a (the binary paper tape of "random" is placed in 
the reader and. added. to the new' library) 

f (the library end code and end file records are 
written on tape 2) 

e (calls the EDITOR) fcopy 1,2, remaining files 
rewind 1,2 

fsf 2,1 (space out the new' SYSTEM TAPE to the library file) 

(now' start the computer at 100 with ss - 1 up) 

1 W' (the entries to routines on the new' library are listed 
on-line) 
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Appendix D 

Sense Switch Control of ASYS 

ss 1 

Throughout the AIDEX SYSTEM sense switch 1 is used to control 
typeouts. When MONITOR control statements are read from paper tape, 
they are typed. on-line unless either ss 1 is up or TW bit 2 is up. 
The LOADER may typeouts are deleted if ss 1 is up. AMP and AIDEX 
on-line symbol table dumps are deleted if ss 1 is up. Error diag
nostics are unconditionally typed. 

ss 3 

Sense switch 3 up tells the MONITOR to stop reading paper tape 
on stop codes and halt. Sense switch 3 down tells the MONI'rOR to 
ignore stop codes and. eject paper tape. 

TW bit 1 

When TW bit 1 is up, the MONITOR types out the date on-line before 
all loadings, assemblies, or compilations. The date is stored. in reg
ister 17777. 

First 6 bits Next 6 bits Next 6 bits 
17777 

lear -196) month in day in 
obtaI octal in octal 
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